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RECORDING FOR CREATORS
ZOOM's recording tools provide the perfect complement to both
standalone recording and DAW software.
From full-featured portable multitrack recorders to a stunningly realistic rhythm
machine, from a blazingly fast computer interface to the most incredible
smartphone stereo mic you've ever heard, our innovative recording tools make
music creation easy and fun.
Best of all, every one of ZOOM's recording tools provides amazing sound.
And isn't that what it's all about?

The TAC-8 records up to 24-bit/192kHz.
Providing a total of 10 balanced line-level analog
outputs as well as S/PDIF and ADAT optical
digital inputs and outputs.

TAC-2R
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The 2-in/2-out, MIDI equipped, audio interface uses the
latest Thunderbolt ™ technology for ultra-low
latency and the ultimate in high-quality audio, up to
24-bit/192kHz.

TAC-2
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The 2-in/2-out audio interface uses the
latest Thunderbolt ™ technology for
ultra-low latency and the ultimate in
high-quality audio, up to 24-bit/192kHz.

We’re Zoom. And We’re For Creators.

MULTI-TRACK RECORDERS

R8
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This all-in-one-tool provides professional
quality in both live performance and studio
use and fits in the pocket of a gig bag.

R24
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The professional quality features of our
most powerful tool includes a 24-track
recorder, a sampler, a computer audio
interface and a DAW controller.

R16
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With an 8-in/2-out audio interface, this
recording tool can capture up to 8 tracks
and play back up to 16 tracks at once
with high audio resolution.

RHYTHM MACHINE

Rt-223
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This advanced drum and bass machine
provides the beat for many types of
music when recording rhythm parts and
demo tracks, when jamming with friends
and wherever else it is needed.

Audio Converter
The Hardware

Get the absolute most from your technology.

The TAC-8 provides a wide variety of both analog and digital
connectors. Eight front panel combo XLR/TRS inputs accept mic- and
line-level signals. Inputs 1 and 2 can also accept instrument-level
signal from guitars and basses. Dedicated input gain controls and Clip
LED’s make it easy to set optimum input levels, and the selectable
multi-channel Phantom Power feature allows for the use of condenser
microphones.

ADAT and S/PDIF digital inputs/outputs allow for the use of up to 10
inputs from external interfaces as well as 10 outputs, providing a
combined total of 18 inputs and 20 outputs through the TAC-8 device.
Built-in Word Clock allows for syncing between devices, and MIDI
In/Out allow electronic keyboards, sequencers, and drum machines to
be connected through the TAC-8. Thunderbolt speeds ensure precise
audio and MIDI sync.

Dual balanced analog TRS output jacks enable you to connect the
TAC-8 to amplifiers or self-powered speakers, and there are also 8
discrete balanced TRS analog line outputs for multichannel monitoring
or connection to external effects devices.

In standalone mode, the TAC-8 can be used as an 8-channel mic
preamp and analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog converter without
being connected to a computer.

18in/20out Thunderbolt™ Audio Converter
Finally, an interface that allows you to fully take advantage of and experience today’s music
performance and editing technology. From the company that released the world’s first Thunderbolt
Audio Converter (the TAC-2) comes the TAC-8 - a rack-mountable, 8-channel Thunderbolt interface that
delivers extremely high resolution with near-zero latency for the modern Creator. Sonic emulators,
plugins, and DAW software at the fidelity they were designed for.
The TAC-8 makes multi-track performance and recording via computer intuitive, attainable, and of the
highest quality. This is the device you and your Mac have been waiting for.
Comprehensive connectivity at Thunderbolt speed.
Thunderbolt technology opens up new doors for audio engineers.
With Thunderbolt, the TAC-8 provides 8 high-quality analog inputs,
as well as up to 10 additional digital input options, at near-zero
latency speeds. This gives creators of all kinds the best technology
available in an easy to use inter face, taking their work to new
heights.
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A large front-panel Output knob offers fast control of main output level,
and there are two independent ¼" stereo headphone jacks, each with
its own dedicated volume control for private monitoring.

The TAC-8 performs 4-times upsampling during both analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog conversion. In other words, when the sampling
frequency is set to 44.1kHz or 48kHz, the TAC-8 processes the signal
at high resolution 176.4kHz or 192kHz respectively. For A/D
conversion, this means less aliasing noise; for D/A conversion, this
means increased clarity and fidelity.

Extend your capabilities with software
TAC-8 MixEfx is a free Macintosh application designed specially by
Zoom for the TAC-8. It provides a comprehensive onscreen mixer, with
independent level, phase reversal, and panning control for each
channel. TAC-8 MixEfx also allows you to freely route all inputs to all

outputs and to create custom mixes for each pair of outputs. In
addition, a variety of reverb and echo effects can be used as a
send/return effect. Complete mixes can then be stored in three
different memory slots, allowing instant total recall.

Thunderbolt: There's no quicker way
to get from here to there
More than twice as fast as USB 3.0—not to mention twenty times faster
than USB 2.0 and twelve times faster than Firewire 800—Thunderbolt
is the interconnection technology of the future. Co-developed by Apple
and Intel Labs, it allows signal to be transferred at an incredibly fast 10
gigabits-per-second, which means virtually no latency. Thunderbolt
interfaces such as the TAC-8 are also unaffected by computer jitter
(slight variations in timing).
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Audio Converter
Onstage

Take your performance to the next level. Use the TAC-2R onstage to
get the best sound quality from your laptop. With its Thunderbolt
speed, high quality converters, and rugged chassis, you can trust
the TAC-2R to deliver superior audio night after night.

THUNDERBOLT ™ FAST.
CREATOR DRIVEN.

In your home and office

Enhance the audio you enjoy everyday. Plug your headphones or
speakers into the TAC-2R instead of your computer's audio outputs
and enjoy streamed high - resolution audio — all the way up to
24-bit/192kHz—in full fidelity.

The Thunderbolt port on the rear panel carries digital signal to and
from your computer as well as carrying power to the TAC-2R—no
external power required. Dual front panel combo XLR/TRS inputs
allow you to connect a wide variety of microphones as well as
line-level signals from electric keyboards and music players—even
passive instruments such as electric guitars and basses.

Dual balanced TRS output jacks enable you to connect the TAC-2R
to amplifiers or self-powered speakers, and there's an independent
1/4" stereo headphone jack with dedicated volume control for private
monitoring of the input or output signal. In addition, MIDI In and Out
is provided to allow precise synchronization with devices such as
electric keyboards and drum machines.
Dedicated input gain controls and Clip LEDs make it easy to set
optimum input levels, and a large Output knob enables fast control
overall output level. A phantom power switch applies +48 volts to the
mic inputs, allowing you to use the TAC-2R with studio- quality
condenser microphones, and a three-way Direct Monitoring switch
enables monitoring of input signal with zero latency in both mono
and stereo.

2in/2out Thunderbolt ™ Audio Converter
The compact, rugged TAC-2R audio interface uses the latest Thunderbolt technology for
blazingly fast speed, near zero latency and the ultimate in high- quality audio, up to
24-bit/192kHz. With its easy-to-use design and advanced converters, the TAC-2R is perfect
for studio and field recording of mics and instruments, onstage playback, and pristine
audio streaming. It can even serve as an ultra-stable MIDI interface.

Thunderbolt: The ultimate in high-speed connectivity
More than twice as fast as USB 3.0—not to mention twenty times
faster than USB 2.0 and twelve times faster than Firewire 800 —
Thunder bolt is the interc onnec tion tec hnology of the future.
Co - developed by A pple and Intel Labs, it allows signal to be
transferred at an incredibly fast 10 gigabits per second, which means
virtually no latency. Thunderbolt interfaces such as the TAC-2R are
also unaffected by computer jitter (slight variations in timing), so
there's no need to connect an external master clock source.

The Ins and Outs

In the studio

The TAC-2R gives you all the tools you need to create great audio.
Flexible routing options allow you to use a variety of microphones
and instruments, with high-quality preamps to ensure crystal clear
sound. There's even Direct Monitoring for zero latency overdubbing.

In addition, Thunderbolt carries 10 watts/18 volts of power (as
compared to the 2.5 watts/ 5 volts carried by USB 2.0)—enough to
provide stable phantom power. This also allows the use of high-end
components such as the Burr Brown PCM4202 analog-to-digital
converter and AKM AK4396 digital-to-analog converter in the TAC-2R.

Extend your capabilities with software

TAC-2 MixEfx is a free Macintosh application designed specially by
Z o o m f o r t h e TAC -2 R . W i t h TAC -2 M i x Ef x , yo u c a n s et m i x
parameters and add high-quality effects such as reverb and echo.
Other features include a low cut filter, phase reverse, AUTO GAIN
control for each input. There's also a LOOPBACK function that
allows you to blend the input signal and playback signal for zero
latency. TAC-2 MixEfx even has three memory slots for saving user
settings with quick recall.

The TAC-2R performs 4-times upsampling during both analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog conversion. In other words, when the sampling
frequency is set to 44.1kHz or 48kHz, the TAC-2R processes the
signal at high resolution 176.4kHz or 192kHz. For A/D conversion, this
means less aliasing noise; for D/A conversion, this means increased
clarity and fidelity.

Make the MIDI connection

The TAC-2R serves as an ultra-stable MIDI interface too, allowing
you to use your electronic keyboards and controllers as well as
sound gener at ing devic e s suc h as
synthesizers and drum machines. The
ex t r e m e s p e e d a n d l o w l ate n c y o f
Thunderbolt ensure that your audio and
MIDI tracks line up per fectly, ever y
time.

• Steinberg Cubase LE software download

*Thunderbolt cable included.
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The Ins and Outs

The Thunderbolt por t on the rear panel carries digital
signal to and from your computer as well as carrying power
to the TAC-2. Two combo XLR/TRS inputs are provided for
the connection of mic- and line-level signals, and there's a
handy Hi-Z (high impedance) unbalanced input on the front
panel for direct connection of passive electric guitars and
basses using a standard 1/4" guitar cable. The TAC-2 also
offers two balanced TRS output jacks which allow you to
connect the TAC-2 to your monitors, as well as a dedicated
1/4" stereo headphone jack.
The TAC-2's single rotary control knob is used to set input,
output and headphone levels and to provide +48 volts of
phantom power to the selected input, allowing you to use
the TAC-2 with any kind of microphone, from low-cost
d y n a m i c s t o ex p e n s i ve s t u d i o - q u a l i t y c o n d e n s e r s .
Seven-position LEDs show continuous signal strength as
well as input/output overload clipping.

Blazing speed.
Amazing sound.

Zoom TAC-2 MixEfx

TA C - 2 M i x E f x i s a f r e e M a c i n t o s h
applic at i o n de si gne d sp e c ially fo r t he
TAC-2. With TAC-2 MixEfx, you can set mix
parameters and add high-quality effects
such as reverb and echo. Other features
include a low cut filter, phase reverse and
AUTO GAIN control for each input. There's
also a LOOPBACK function that allows you
to blend the input signal and playback
signal for zero latency. TAC-2 MixEfx has
three memory slots for saving user settings
with quick recall.

2in/2out Thunderbolt ™ Audio Converter
In today's world, speed is everything. The blazingly fast Zoom TAC-2 interface uses the latest
Thunderbolt™ technology for ultra-low latency and the ultimate in high-quality audio, up to
24-bit/192kHz. Lightweight and portable, the TAC-2 is also easy to use, with a single large
rotary knob controlling all parameters.

Thunderbolt: The ultimate in high-speed connectivity
More than twice as fast as USB 3.0—not to mention twenty times
faster than USB 2.0 and twelve times faster than Firewire 800 —
Thunder bolt is the interc onnec tion tec hnology of the future.
Co - developed by A pple and Intel Labs, it allows signal to be
transferred at an incredibly fast 10 gigabits per second, which
means vir tually no latency. Thunderbolt inter faces such as the
TAC-2 are also unaffected by computer jitter (slight variations in
timing), so there's no need to connect an external master clock
source.

In addition, Thunderbolt carries 10 watts/18 volts of power (as
compared to the 2.5 watts/ 5 volts carried by USB 2.0)—enough to
provide stable phantom power. This also allows the use of high-end
components such as the Burr Brown PCM4202 analog-to-digital
converter and AKM AK4396 digital-to-analog converter in the TAC-2.
The TAC-2 performs 4-times upsampling during both analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog conversion. In other words, when the sampling
frequency is set to 44.1kHz or 48kHz, the TAC-2 processes the
signal at high resolution 176.4kHz or 192kHz. For A/D conversion
this means less aliasing noise; for D/A conversion this means
increased clarity and fidelity.

APPLICATIONS
Whether using it in your home studio or on the road, you can rely on your TAC-2 to deliver pristine audio. Here are just a few suggestions of
ways you can use it:

Recording voice and instruments into a DAW.

Enhance your music by adding your own instruments and voice. The
TAC -2 makes it easy to do: Simply connect microphones and
instruments to the inputs and then connect the TAC -2 to your
computer's Thunderbolt port. The extremely low latency provided by
Thunderbolt technology ensures that you can overdub to existing
tracks with little or no audible delay.

Listening to high-resolution audio through
headphones or connected speakers.

MP3s can sound good, but high resolution audio files—24/96 or
24/192 WAVs—sound way better. Now you can enjoy streamed high
resolution files in full fidelity by connecting your computer to the
TAC-2 via Thunderbolt and using the TAC-2 headphone jack instead
of the one on your computer. Alternatively, you can use the rear
panel balanced TRS outputs to connect the TAC-2 to your speakers.
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*Thunderbolt cable included.

Onstage playback of audio from your
computer during live performance.

The TAC-2 allows you to use your laptop to deliver high quality
s o u n d o n s t a g e — s i m p l y c o n n e c t i t t o yo u r c o m p u t e r w i t h a
Thunderbolt cable and then connect the rear panel TRS outputs to
your mixing board or PA system. That's all it takes to turn your laptop
into a live instrument.

Routing audio signal to and from editing software.

Just connect the TAC-2 to your computer via Thunderbolt and then
plug the audio source (such as a portable recorder, mixing console
or music player) into the TAC-2's inputs. You can monitor signal
coming from the software via headphones or by connecting the
TAC-2 outputs to amplifiers or self-powered speakers.

• Steinberg Cubase LE software download
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Over 146 DSP eﬀects, including guitar amp modeling
The DSP effects, which include 146 types and 370 patches, can be
used for recording, mixing and mastering. Insert effects are comprised
of seven modules and include algorithms for guitars, basses, vocals
and other sounds. One insert effect can be used simultaneously with
the two types of send-return effects. 18 types of guitar amplifier models
from our best-selling G2Nu and 6 types of bass amp models are
included, so you can re-create a realistic amp sound simply by
connecting a guitar or bass directly to the R8.

The Total Music
Production Solution…
Just Got Smaller.

Supports SDHC cards with capacities of up to 32GB
The R8 uses compact and readily-available SD and
SDHC memory cards as recording media. Unlike tape
and disk recorders, this unit has no motor, making it
more resistant to physical interference and concerns
about mechanical noise.

Zoom takes the turbocharged design of the

Locate functions make editing easier

R24 and scales it down for an ultra-portable

Set up to 100 markers and directly move to them whenever you want.
Also, use the A-B repeat function to play or re-record a designated
interval and use auto punch-in and punch-out for efficient editing.

music production solution. Like its predecessor, the R8 combines four production tools in

Rapid ﬁle transfer with Hi-Speed USB 2.0

one versatile device. In addition to being an

The R8’s Hi-Speed USB 2.0 port allows WAV-format audio files
recorded on the R8 to be sent to a computer smoothly and rapidly.
Use the R8 with a c omputer for additional music production,
including editing with DAW software, creating original CDs and
importing WAV files.

8-track recorder that utilizes SD memory, the
R8 is an audio interface, a DAW control
surface and a sampler complete with drum
pads and a rhythm machine.

RECORDER
Simultaneous recording of 2 tracks and
playback of 8 tracks
The R8 is the perfect tool for capturing
audio on-the-go. Record live music
performances, rehearsals, songwriting
sessions or even audio for film and
video. Playback up to eight tracks of
audio at up to 24-bit/48kHz resolution
as WAV files. If you make a mistake,
use the U N DO/ REDO func tion to
cancel the last recording operation and
restore the previous state. You can even mix down completed songs
inside the R8 and save a mix for each project.

CONTROLLER
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Versatile inputs for guitars, mics and line sources

INTERFACE
Audio interface supports 2 inputs and 2 outputs
When combined with your computer,
the R8 becomes a power ful audio
inter face. Connect the R8 to your
computer via USB, launch your favorite
DAW or use the included Cubase LE
software and start laying down your
t r a c k s . S i m u l t a n e o u s 2- i n / 2- o u t
capability allows you to record up to
24-bit/96kHz high definition audio. If you use the 44.1kHz sampling
rate, the internal DSP effects of the R8 are also available for your
computer tracks. A dedicated control lets you adjust the mixing balance
between the DAW playback sound and the direct sound for monitoring.

SAMPLER

Control surface functions for most DAW software

8-voice sampler with 8 pads

The R8 c an be used as a c ontrol
surface for DAW transport functions
( p l a y, r e c o r d , s t o p) a n d m i x i n g
operations. Through a USB
c o n n e c t i o n , yo u c a n c o nt r o l t h e
transpor t and mixing functions of
major DAWs such as Cubase, Logic,
and Sonar from the R8. In addition,
you can easily move multiple faders at
the same time. No more mixing with a
mouse! The R8 makes mixing a pleasure.

The built-in sampler functions allow
you to loop audio data on any track.
You can play the pads in real-time
and combine loops to create a
performance for an entire song. When
setting loop intervals, you can see the
waveforms for visual confirmation.
Time-stretching, which allows you to
change the tempo without changing
the pitch, and trimming the unneeded parts of loops, is also possible.
You can use the sampler and recorder functions together seamlessly to
play back loop tracks while recording instrumental performances on
other tracks.

500 MB of drum loops inside

The two balanced XLR-1/4-inch combination inputs can provide
phantom power, so you can use studio-class condenser microphones
to make professional-level recordings. One channel also includes a
Hi-Z switch, allowing guitars, basses and other high-impedance
instruments to be recorded.

The included 2GB SD card contains
500 MB of drum loops from Big Fish
Audio, one of the top producers of
sample libraries. With an emphasis
on rock, the collection of standard
drum phrases can be used to create
professional-sounding rhythm tracks
just by lining them up.

Tuner and metronome functions

Create your own beats with the powerful rhythm machine
The R8’s rhythm machine includes
10 types of drum kits that use linear
PCM audio samples. Use the
touch-sensitive drum pads to
program up to 511 of your own beats,
and use the rhythm patterns that you
create just like audio loops. Use the
R 8 ’s p a d s t o s t a r t p l a y b a c k o f
patterns and use the R8’s sequencer to arrange them into songs.
You can start fast with the 472 preset patterns, which include intros,
fills, endings and other phrase variations.

Built-in stereo microphones
The built-in high-sensitivity stereo
microphones are c onvenient for
r e c o r d i n g s ke t c h e s o f m u s i c a l
phrases and melodies as they come
to mind. Use these mics for clear
recordings of vocals and acoustic
instruments.

The R8’s built-in tuner is great for quickly tuning instruments and
checking vocal pitch. The metronome can provide a click track for a
drummer during recording and is also useful in practice settings. The
metronome can also be sent to just the headphones. This allows you to
play along to backing tracks previously recorded on the R8.

Powered by an AC adapter, batteries or USB bus power
Power options provide flexibility for
different situations. Power the R8 on
its own in one of two ways—with the
included AC adapter or four alkaline
A A batteries. The R8 operates for
over 5 hours on batteries, plenty of
time for most field recordings. When
using the audio interface or control
surface functions, the R8 can be powered by the computer’s USB bus.

Steinberg Cubase LE DAW software download
Cubase LE is a power ful music
production software for recording,
editing and mixing both audio and
MIDI tracks. Cubase LE uses an audio
engine that is equivalent to software
that have received numerous awards
and is an ideal introduction to computer-based music production.
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Create your own beats with the powerful rhythm machine
The R24 has a powerful drum machine with
10 types of drum kits that use linear PCM
samples. With the touch sensitive drum
pads, you can program your own original
beat s and s ave up to 511 of t hem. T he
rhythm patterns that you create can be used
just like the audio loops. You can trigger patterns with the pads and
use them in the unit’s sequencer to arrange songs. The 472 preset
patterns include intros, fills, endings and other phrase variations.

Synchronized recording of 16 tracks

The R24 synchronization system generates a clock signal based on
USB data transmission timing.*1 Two units can be synchronized by
connecting another R24 or an R16 by USB and making one unit the
US B host devic e and the other the US B slave devic e. Used
together, they form a recording system with up to 16 tracks of
simultaneous recording and 48 tracks of simultaneous playback.*2
*1: Synchronization precision is accurate to about 1~2 msec.
*2: When using an R16 as the second unit, 16 tracks of simultaneous recording and
40 tracks of simultaneous playback are possible.

RECORDER

Audio Interface supports
8 inputs and 2 outputs

The R 24's simultaneous 8 -track
recording capability allows you to
capture live band performances, record drum kits with multiple mics
and make other recordings of multiple sound sources. Play back up to
24 tracks of 16/24-bit and 44.1/48-kHz sampling rate WAV format files.
You can use the UNDO/REDO functions to cancel the last recording
operation and restore the previous state. When you complete a song,
you can mix it down and save a stereo mix for each project in the R24.

The R24 can function as an audio
interface, enabling direct input of
sounds to a computer. Support for 24-bit/96-kHz encoding ensures
high-quality sound. Eight input channels and two output channels can
be used simultaneously. The internal DSP effects of the R24 can also
be used when the sampling rate is 44.1 kHz. A dedicated knob lets you
adjust the balance between the DAW playback sound and the direct
input sound when monitoring.

CONTROLLER
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INTERFACE

Simultaneous recording of
8 tracks and playback of 24 tracks

SAMPLER

Control surface functions for
most DAW software

24-voice sampler with
8 pads and 3 banks

The R24 can be used as a control
surface for DAW transport functions
(play, record, stop) and mixing operations. You can easily move
multiple faders at the same time, which is very difficult to do with a
mouse! You can also assign the five function keys to various DAW
software commands. Cubase, Logic, Sonar and other major DAW
applications are supported in Mackie Control emulation mode.

The built-in sampler functions allow
you to use audio files on any tracks
as loops. Play the pads in real-time and create performance for an
entire track by combining loops. Use the display of the audio waveform
for visual confirmation when setting loop intervals. Use time-stretching
to change the tempo of a file without changing its pitch, and trim
unneeded parts of loops. The sampler and recorder can also be used
together seamlessly, allowing you to also rec ord instrument
performances while playing back loops on other tracks.

Set up to 100 markers and directly move to them whenever you
want. Other convenient functions for editing include A-B repeat
playback of a designated interval and auto punch-in and punch-out.

Supports SDHC cards with capacities of up to 32 GB
The R24 utilizes compact and
readily-available SD and SDHC memory
cards as recording media. Unlike tape and
disc recorders, this unit has no motor,
m a k i n g i t m o r e r e s i s t a n t t o ex t e r n a l
vibrations and eliminating concerns about
mechanical noise.

USB 2.0 Hi-Speed for fast file transfer

The R24 USB 2.0 Hi-Speed port allows WAV files recorded by the
R 2 4 t o b e t r a n s f e r r e d t o a c o m p u t e r q u i c k l y a n d e a s i l y.
Computer-based tasks, such as editing audio with DAW software,
creating original CDs and importing WAV files, can be integrated
into your music production.

Operates with an AC adapter, batteries or USB bus power
The R24 can be powered using either the
included AC adapter or six AA batteries.
One set of batteries will last for about four
and a half hours, providing lots of time for
location recording. When using the audio
interface and control surface functions,
another option is to power the unit from
the computer’s USB bus.

Total Music Production

The R24 is a complete, compact and powerful portable music creation system with four key functions
to accelerate your creativity: a 24-track recorder, an audio interface with eight ins and two outs,
a DAW control surface and a drum machine/sampler with pads and a loop sequencer.

Locate functions make editing easier

USB host port for connecting USB memory

Built-in stereo microphone pair

The built-in high-sensitivity stereo mic
pair is handy for quickly recording
phrases and melody ideas as they come
to mind. Vocals and acoustic instruments
can be captured with excellent clarity.

Guitar amp modeling and other DSP effects total 150 types

The DSP effects, which include 150 types and 390 patches, can be
used for recording, mixing and mastering. Three types of effects—
the insert effect and the two send-return effects—can all be used at
the same time. You can achieve a power ful amp sound just by
connecting a guitar or bass directly to the R24 and using one of the
18 types of guitar amp models or 6 types of bass amp models that
have been brought straight from our best-selling G2Nu effects unit.
You can also use the 8 x COMP EQ effect, which lets you apply
compression and EQ to eight channels simultaneously.

Tuner and metronome functions

The R24’s built-in tuner is great for quickly tuning instruments and
checking the pitches of vocals. The metronome can provide a click
track for a drummer during recording and is also useful during
instrument practice. The metronome sound can also be sent just to
the headphones. During a live performance, this allows you to play
along with a backing track previously recorded on the R24.

Versatile inputs for guitars, mics, and line sources

The R24 can handle a variety of input sources. The unit is equipped
with 8 input jacks that ac c ept both X LR and standard phone
connectors, including 6 that can supply phantom power, allowing
the use of multiple condenser microphones for serious multi-mic
recording. Use the channel with a Hi-Z switch to input electric
guitars, basses and other high impedance instruments.

A USB f lash drive or large - capacity
external hard disk drive can be plugged into
the R 24’s USB host por t. This lets you
distribute recordings to band members after
a rehearsal and make backups of recordings
without a computer.

The included USB flash drive contains 500MB of
drum loops recorded by the Grammy- winning
jazz/fusion drummer, Peter Erskine specifically for
the R24. By simply lining up drum loops, anyone
can easily create professional-level
rhythm tracks.

Huge 1.5GB drum loop library
We also include 1GB of drum loops provided
by Big Fish Audio, a top producer of sample
libraries. The focus of this library is rock,
but other rhythms also include jazz, funk,
country, bossa nova and hip-hop.

Steinberg Cubase LE DAW software download
Cubase LE is a powerful music production
system with recording, editing, and mixing
functions for both audio and MIDI. It uses
the same audio engine as the full version
of Cubase, which has won multiple awards,
and provides a great introduction to
computer-based music production.
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Recorder : Interface : Controller

RhythmTrak

One recorder with everything to go.

DRUM KITS
Rock ×5
R&B ×6
Voice Percussion ×5
Funk ×7
Zoom Classic ×6
Hip Hop ×4
Dance Groove ×5
Jazz ×5
Pop ×6
Hard Rock ×5
Fusion ×6
World ×10

RECORDER

INTERFACE

CONTROLLER

SYNCHRO REC

Record 8 tracks simultaneously
with 16-track playback

Audio interface with
8-in / 2-out capability

Control surface for all major
DAW functions

Sync two R16s for 16 tracks
of simultaneous recording

Capture audio in any setting, from
live music performance, drums
with multiple mics to music
rehearsals and songwriting, even
audio for film and video. The R16’s
simultaneous 8-track capability
makes professionalism easy.
Playback up to 16 tracks using its
16/24-bit linear WAV format and
44.1kHz sampling rate.

The R16 functions as an audio
interface enabling direct input of
sound to a computer. Support for
24-bit/96kHz encoding ensures
great sound. Eight input channels
and two output channels can be
used simultaneously. If you use the
sampling rate of 44.1kHz, the
internal DSP effects are also usable
on your computer tracks.

Transport and mixing operations of
the DAW software can be controlled
using the R16. This gives you
greater control and a better feel for
mixing. In Mackie Control emulation
mode, major DAW applications
such as Cubase, Logic, and Sonar
are supported.

Versatile inputs for guitars, mics and line sources

Its eight combination mic/line input jacks can handle mics or line-level
signals. Phantom power is provided on channels 5 and 6 for use with
condenser mics, and the Hi-Z switch for channel 1 accommodates a
guitar or bass. The R16 is ready for any kind of input source.

By connecting two R16 units via
USB, you can designate one to
function as a USB host and the
other as a USB slave, allowing
synchronized transport operation.
This lets you record on up to 16
tracks simultaneously to
competently handle a live
performance.

Locate function makes editing easy

Set up to 100 marker points and directly locate them whenever you
want. Other convenient functions for editing include A-B repeat
playback and auto punch-in/out, making it easy to re-track part of the
recording.

Built-in high-sensitivity stereo microphones
Use master track for final mix

A dedicated master track lets you do the final mixdown right on the
R16 without a separate master recorder. With sequence play, several
projects can be mastered together and played automatically.

135 DSP effects including guitar amp simulations

The R16 comes preprogrammed with 135 types of digital effects for
recording, mixing, and mastering. The insert effect has seven modules
with algorithms optimized for guitar, bass and vocals. In addition, two
send/return effects are also available, so that you can use up to three
effects simultaneously. The R16 also comes with models of 18
different guitar amps such as Fender, Marshall, Vox and Mesa Boogie,
and 6 bass amps such as Ampeg, Bassman and Hartke.
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*Manufacturer names and product names mentioned in this page are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners. The names are used only to illustrate sonic characteristics and do not indicate any
affiliation with the Zoom Corporation.

The Perfect Session Partner
The RT-223 is a drum & bass machine for any kind of rhythm play.Small in size and light in
weight, this low-profile unit will go with you anywhere. You can get a session going with your
very own rhythm section in a flash, even on your desktop.
Seventy different kits from Rock Drum to Voice Percussion

A total of 70 drum kits are built-in, with acoustic drum sounds for rock,
R&B, funk, and jazz. Add an analog rhythm machine great for Techno
and Hip Hop. There are also five Human Voice "Beat Box" Percussion
kits that are currently all the rage in Hip Hop.

Create your own drum kits

A drum kit consists of 13 pads x 3 banks = 39 sounds. Sound sources
can be freely selected and assigned to the pads. Fine-tune parameters
such as pitch, level, and panning to create your own original drum kits.
The RT-223 lets you store up to 127 user-programmed kits.

Two types of effects to control EQ and Ambience

The overall EQ and tonal quality of a drum kit can be adjusted with the
COMP EQ effect. The REVERB effects can be used simultaneously.
Up to 40 settings for each effect can be stored as patches.

Total control with a foot switch

Intro, pattern 1, fill-in, pattern 2, ... ending. Imagine controlling such a
sequence just with a foot switch. With a Zoom FS01 Foot Switch (sold
separately) you can rock out live, triggering patterns with your foot. You
can also use the switch to start or stop a pattern, perform tap input to
specify the tempo, trigger the bass drum sounds, switch between hi-hat
open/close, and much more.

When you want to quickly record anything from songwriting ideas to
ambient room audio, the R16’s built-in set of stereo mics will come in
handy. Vocals and acoustic instruments can be captured with
excellent clarity.

Twelve built-in bass sound sources

Choose from electric bass styles such as Pick, Finger, and Slap.
Or select Acoustic Bass, Synthesizer Bass, or one of the other bass
sources, 12 in total.

Groove play mode lets you play patterns like a DJ

USB host capability for connecting
USB memory

Touch Sensitive Pads for Creating Original Patterns

MIDI IN connector and external line input

A USB flash drive can be plugged into the
USB port of the R16. This lets you quickly
distribute a recording to band members after
a rehearsal session.

• Tuner and metronome onboard
• Includes 1GB SD card & supports up to 32GB SDHC
• Operates with an AC adapter, batteries or USB bus power
• USB 2.0 Hi-Speed mode for fast file transfer
• Steinberg Cubase LE software download

The built-in drum pads are touch-sensitive, so you can enter finely
nuanced dynamics when creating your own patterns. Up to 511
patterns can be stored, and 440 preset patterns are included,
representing various music styles.

Program Rhythm Tracks FAST

In addition to conventional step input, the RT-223 also supports the
innovative FAST (Formula Assisted Song Translator) method. Using the
drum pad as a numeric keypad, you can quickly build a rhythm track
using formula-style input.

Assigning patterns to pads allows you to trigger patterns simply by
tapping the pads. This is great for live performances and for DJ use.
The MIDI IN connector allows synchronized play with an external
device. By receiving note messages, the RT-223 can serve as drum
sound source module in a MIDI-based system. The line input accepts
the signal from a CD player or other line-level source,
or from a guitar or bass via an effect. Seamlessly integrate the RT-223
into any session.

• Real-time song programming with remix feel
• 2-way power circuit for batteries or AC adaptor
• 8 hours continuous operation on four AA batteries
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